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Issue No: III-IX-2017 Date: Wednesday, August 02, 2017

Nifty Notes
The domestic equity market headed nowhere for the entire session on Tuesday and
continued to face resistance at its previous high of 10,114. But a sharp upward move in the
last 30 minutes of trade saw the benchmark Nifty50 test a new high once again.
The benchmark index ended the day with net gains of 37.55 points or 0.37 per cent. Though
we expect a quiet opening on Wednesday, some uptick still cannot be ruled out.
However, two major points warrant our attention.

First, the Nifty has been rising along with a decline in market breadth and secondly, the
upward moves have come with rising VIX, which has grown over 8 per cent in last two
sessions.
On Wednesday, the Nifty could see the 10,150 and 10,210 levels play out as immediate
resistance, while supports will come in lower at 10,025 and 9,960 levels.
Overall, the market is also expected to show volatile reaction to the credit policy outcome.
A 25 bps rate cut is likely but the market will just need a reason to react in a volatile
manner. Also, pattern analysis read along with F&O data suggests some corrective action
is long overdue. In the case of a continuous uptrend, an extremely high degree of caution
is advised for the day. .

SUPPORT : 10025/9960 RESISTANCE10150/10210

Corporate News


Lupin receives USFDA approval for generic anti-inflammatory ointment. Lupin shares
on Tuesday ended 1.36 per cent down at Rs 1,018 apiece on BSE.


NTPC plans to add 20 charging stations for electric vehicles soon. NTPC is planning to
add 25,000 MW of solar capacity by 2025.


Royal Enfield July sales up 21% at 64,459 units. The company had sold 53,378 units in
the same month last year.


Honda Cars India domestic sales up 22% at 17,085 units in July. HCIL President, CEO
Yoichiro Ueno said good growth with strong sales numbers was seen.


TVS Motor reports 10% growth in two-wheeler sales in July 2017. The company sold
7,835 units of three-wheelers during the month.



Piramal Enterprises Q1 net profit up 43% to Rs 247.46 crore. The firm had posted a
net profit of Rs 172.93 crore during the April-June quarter of FY17.  Tata Steel
completes sale of Submerged Arc Weld in UK. Tata Steel said itwould retain its 20-
inch tube mill at the same Hartlepool site.
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Economic News


Govt to sell 4% in Hind Copper at Rs 64.75 a share tomorrow. The share sale can
together fetch up to Rs 480 crore to the exchequer.


Direct tax collection up 21% to Rs 1,80,000 crore till mid-Jul FY18. The govt aims to
collect Rs 9.8 lakh cr through direct taxes in 2017-18.


Centre financed 60% of J&K govt expenditure in FY16: CAG. CAG also highlighted
the state's increasing dependence on transfer of resources from the Centre.


RBI policy: Economists expect a 25 basis points cut tomorrow. Even as IIP forecast
for June remains dim and retail inflation remains sluggish, calls for long term.

Global News


Eurozone economy grows twice as fast as UK's for second straight quarter. GDP
increased 0.6% on the quarter, after slightly downwardly revised 0.5% in Q1.



Trump removes Anthony Scaramucci as White House communications director.
Trump was annoyed about Scaramucci's lewd comments to The New Yorker
magazine.
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DISCLAIMER

This document is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and may not
be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. The manner of circulation and distribution of this document
may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose
possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions. This
material is for the personal information of the authorized recipient, and we are not soliciting any action based upon
it. This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any
jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. No person associated with B R Jalan Securities Pvt.
Ltd. is obligated to call or initiate contact with you for the purposes of elaborating or following up on the information
contained in this document. The material is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not
represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither B R Jalan Securities Pvt.
Ltd., nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this document.

The recipient of this material should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice.
Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to
update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in this material, there may be regulatory, compliance, or
other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective investors and others are cautioned that any forwardlooking
statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. We and our affiliates, officers,
directors, and employees world-wide, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may;
(a) from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company(ies)
mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or other
compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or may
perform or seek to perform investment banking services for such company(ies) or act as advisor or lender /borrower
to such company(ies) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any Suggested Weightage and
related information and opinions. The same persons may have acted upon the information contained here. No part
of this document may be distributed in Canada or used by private customers in the United Kingdom. In so far as this
report includes current or historical information, it is believed to be reliable, although its accuracy and completeness
cannot be guaranteed.

Ganesh Stock Invest Pvt. Ltd.(CM) : INB 230792234 (F & O) : INF 230792234 MCX (Currency) : INE 260792234

BR Jalan Securities Pvt. Ltd.(CM) : INB 010996931 (F & O) : INF 010996931 DP CDSL : IN-DP-CDSL-100-2000

FMC : Ganesh Commodities Pvt. Ltd. (MCX): MCX/TCM/Corp/0099, (NCDEX) NCDEX/TCM/Corp/1041
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